Abstract. Social networks in Free/Open Source Software (F/OSS) have been usually analyzed at the level of the single project e.g., [6] , or at the level of a whole ecology of projects, e.g., [33] . In this paper, we also investigate the social network generated by developers who collaborate to one or multiple F/OSS projects, but we focus on the less-studied mesolevel structure emerging when applying to this network a communitydetection technique. The network of 'communities' emerging from this analysis links sub-groups of densely connected developers, sub-groups that are smaller than the components of the network but larger than the teams working on single projects. Our results reveal the complexity of this meso-level structure, where several dense sub-groups of developers are connected by sparse collaboration among different sub-groups. We discuss the theoretical implications of our findings with reference to the wider literature on collaboration networks and potential for innovation. We argue that the observed empirical meso-structure in F/OSS collaboration network resembles that associated to the highest levels of innovativeness.
Introduction
The production of F/OSS is an organizational phenomenon characterized by a strong bottom-up tendency, which hinges upon the creation of social networks of developers freely interacting and collaborating [11, 13, 26] . Therefore, given the central role as productive infrastructures that social networks play in F/OSS projects, it is not surprising that they have been object of several studies. Indeed, various studies have investigated the social networks generated by developers who take part to F/OSS projects focusing both on the social structure internal to individual projects, e.g., [6, 17] , and on the larger network of collaborations linking the wide population of F/OSS projects through common developers, e.g., [33] . Particularly the entire ecology of F/OSS projects hosted on SourceForge has been object of study because of the representativeness of the repository for the entire population of F/OSS projects and thanks to the availability of rich public data [29] .
In this paper we also investigate the social network formed by F/OSS developers who collaborate to one or multiple F/OSS projects. However we concentrate on a different level of analysis. Instead of focusing on 'macro' or 'micro' networks, we investigate the overall collaboration network by looking at the meso-level structure of collaboration. We apply a technique able to detect sub-groups of densely connected developers whose connectivity and size is in between that of the whole network and that of single projects. These sub-groups are commonly known as 'communities' in the methodological literature on graph theory and network analysis, and constitute the meso-level structure we will investigate in the following.
We connect our empirical findings to a wider literature on collaboration networks and potential for innovation. More specifically, the theorization on the role of both strongly cohesive teams and brokerage among separated groups [4, 9] can be translated into the configurations characterizing the network of communities revealed by our analyses. Therefore we discuss theoretically which configurations of collaboration networks have the potential to foster innovation and argue that the observed empirical F/OSS collaboration network resembles that associated to the highest levels of innovation.
The paper is structured as follows: in the second section we discuss more in detail the existing evidence on the social networks of F/OSS projects. In the third section we firstly describe the data used for reconstructing the F/OSS collaboration network. We then relate our preliminary descriptive findings on the overall collaboration network with the existing empirical evidence. Subsequently we introduce the method adopted to find communities in the collaboration network and present the results. Finally, in the fourth section we discuss our structural findings with reference to the potential for innovation of the overall F/OSS collaboration network which we investigate.
Background and Related Work
A rapidly growing body of research adopts a network approach for the understanding of the structural characteristics of the F/OSS phenomenon. Several contributions focus on the internal network structure of F/OSS projects, e.g., [6, 3, 18, 17] , whereas other contributions reconstruct the networks of collaboration among different projects, e.g., [33] .
Several characteristics manifested by the internal communication and collaboration networks of F/OSS projects are already known. Studies investigating the entire spectrum of F/OSS project demonstrate that a significant portion of them are formed by very few developers, or even only one [5] , therefore introducing size as a dimension influencing the different structures F/OSS networks can assume. Furthermore, the configuration of F/OSS social networks has been demonstrated to change throughout the life of the projects. F/OSS projects indeed evolve over time. On the one hand they experience a high turnover rate among developers that is negatively correlated with the degree of involvement into the project [25, 12, 27] . On the other hand their overall structure reflects the different maturity and complexity a F/OSS project can assume over time. To this respect a progression pattern from single hub configurations to core-periphery structures is found in a longitudinal study of several F/OSS projects [17] . The variation over time of F/OSS network structures is also confirmed by a study that tracks the network centralization values of two F/OSS projects and shows how they varied over time [32] .
Several studies present evidence of internal hierarchy in F/OSS internal communication and collaboration networks. It has been shown that well-established and large F/OSS communities manifest hierarchical structures [6, 17] . Sometimes the project founders assume a great authority on the entire development process [22, 28] , whereas other equally relevant projects develop a complex meritocratic structure that relies on different status levels and voting procedures [21, 8] .
Also the overall F/OSS phenomenon has been studied adopting a network perspective. The social network formed by all individuals connected through the F/OSS projects to which they co-collaborate has been shown to represent a prototypical complex evolving network [19] . Furthermore, this global F/OSS collaboration network has been analyzed by sub-dividing it in four subsets of different type of actors (project founders, core-developers, co-developers, and active users) and shown to be a self-organizing system that in all subsets obeys scale-free behaviors [33] . The same study also finds the same network to have a small average distance and a high clustering coefficient, therefore characterizing itself as a small world [31] . Finally, [33] discusses the role of individual actors in the overall F/OSS ecology and stresses the potential impact of co-developers and active users as direct connections among projects that could benefit from the fast sharing of information.
Here we adopt a global perspective on the overall F/OSS phenomenon similar to [33] and we reconstruct a similar F/OSS collaboration network. However, our focus is on the meso-level of the network. Consequently, we concentrate firstly on individuating dense communities of co-collaborating developers. The configuration of the network formed by these communities and their connections will then be at the core of our empirical analysis and theoretical discussion.
Methods and Analysis

Data
We use data describing the activities of 1,347,698 actors working on 170,706 F/OSS projects hosted on SourceForge [29] in September 2006. The period was chosen in accordance to the availability of information on individuals' emails, necessary for data cleaning. However, this should not be a problem, because we believe that the evolution of a self-organizing social network as that under analysis here follows general rules, such as growth and preferential attachment [2] , that are very unlikely to change over a three-year period. SourceForge is likely not representative of the whole universe of F/OSS projects, as it is a company-owned platform and does not host some of the most famous project, such as Linux. However, it represents by far the largest repository of F/OSS projects worldwide, and it hosts extremely heterogenous projects, from very famous, active and large ones to very small or even 'dormant' ones. Thus, data relative to the activities it hosts have been already widely used in previous studies, e.g., [33, 16, 10] . In this study we will follow the same line of research.
Only projects labeled as 'active' have been retained in the dataset, as well as only 'active' actors registered with at least one project. This assured that we took into account all the projects and individuals relevant for our analysis, excluding only non-active projects or individuals who do not belong to the network. Different virtual identities belonging to the same individual have been aggregated through email address matching. This reduced the number of individuals to 161,983 and the number of projects to 115,112.
In order to reconstruct the F/OSS collaboration network we used individuals as nodes and affiliations to the same projects as ties, weighted by the number of projects in common. In other terms, we projected the weighted two-mode network formed by developers and projects that we originally collected into a one-mode network formed only by developers.
All analyses were performed using the igraph package [7] for the R environment.
The overall network structure of F/OSS collaboration
As a first step, we investigate the collaboration network similarly to what has been previously done by other studies on F/OSS, e.g., [33] , and on other virtual networks, as for example Internet [1] . The main descriptive statistics for the generated network can be found in the first column of Table 1 . We then isolate and analyze a giant component composed by 58,481 individuals, the second component spanning 201 nodes. The statistics relative to the degree distribution (mean: 21.62; standard deviation: 41.23; skewness: 5.12) signal the heterogeneity of the ego-networks of F/OSS project members (see Figure  1) .
As the values reported in the second column of Table 1 show, the Global Clustering Coefficient (or, equivalently, Transitivity [30] ) is extremely high and the Average Path Length is low (50% larger than that of a random graph, a proportion in the range of those reported by [1] for comparable cases). This shows that in the F/OSS world individuals not only gather locally in dense groups of neighboring collaborators, but also establish collaboration ties with members of local groups located elsewhere in the network, thus acting as 'brokers'. Thus, the network clearly resembles a 'small world' [31] , a property detected also by [33] ) in a similar context.
The mean (0.38), standard deviation (0.28) and skewness (0.79) of the distribution of Burt's measure of constraint [4] confirm this interpretation at the individual level. Indeed, Burt's constraint only focuses on the direct neighborhood of each F/OSS project in the network and captures the proportion of realized ties among its neighbors out of all the possible ones. The low average value of constraint found among the projects in the giant component, 0.38 with the constraint index varying in the range [0,2], confirms that projects tend to connect otherwise disconnected projects, therefore spanning so-called 'structural holes' in their neighborhood and thus acting, in Burt's terms,as brokers. 
Finding communities in the F/OSS collaboration network
The evidence at the global level of analysis just presented is consistent with what has been found in the field (e.g., [33] ). We now focus on the meso-level of analysis and we test whether sub-groups of densely connected developers (i.e., communities) can be identified and whether they are connected through sparser collaborations.
In order to find communities in a network several algorithms are available, e.g., [23] . We apply the Walktrap algorithm [24] . This algorithm is based on the intuition that short random walks performed on a sparse network will tend to remain trapped in denser local areas of the network corresponding to communities. The Walktrap algorithm makes use of information on the weights of the ties in the network. This is a fundamental property for our purposes because of the wide variation existing in the F/OSS context concerning the number of collaborations in which different developers take part. A characteristic that is coherently reflected by the weighted degree distributions of our collaboration network. The algorithm induces a sequence of partitions of the original network into communities. It starts with each node representing a community and ends with all nodes in one community. In order to find which partition best represents the community structure of the original network we adopt the most widely used criterion: the modularity Q index [23] . Q relies on the fraction of ties inside a community and the fraction of ties bound to that community: the best partition maximizes Q (that lies in the range [-1,1]) and therefore defines communities which are internally densely connected with only sparse connections among them.
When applying the Walktrap algorithm to the giant component of our F/OSS collaboration network we find that the best partition (with a high Q of 0.865, see Figure 2 ) individuate 9,931 communities, many of them extremely small, reaffirming the tendency to create dense, i.e., very close, local sub-groups of co-collaborators loosely interconnected. Nonetheless, the community-detection analysis shows the prominent role also of outward connections: 71% of individuals in communities with at least two members create ties beyond their community borders, and the average ratio between the number of their outward weighted ties and their total weighted degree is 0.28 (standard deviation: 0.19). This means that these many dense communities, whereas clearly distinguishable, are not almost isolated, but connected by a large number of brokers and through important ties. The network of the largest communities (see Figure 3) clearly shows the coexistence of brokerage and closure.
In Figure 3 each node is a sub-group of densely interconnected developers, i.e., a community, identified through the Walktrap algorithm. For simplicity, only communities having 25 or more members are depicted. The size of each node is proportional to the amount of collaborations in the same F/OSS projects among its members. The thickness and color shade of the ties linking the communities are proportional to the total number of F/OSS projects to which the members of the different communities co-collaborate. Figure 3 shows that high levels of collaborations can exist among communities of both comparable and different sizes. Figure 4 shows the inner structure of the largest community, identified in brighter red with a yellow contour in Figure 3 . The community is here magnified to show the connections among its 541 members (the round nodes). The thickness and color shade of the ties are here proportional to the total number of F/OSS projects to which two individuals co-collaborate, while the size of the nodes is proportional to the total number of collaborations each individual has with members of other communities. Figure 4 shows that inside a community both central and peripheral individuals manifest high levels of external collaboration.
Therefore, we can affirm that both the network of communities and the network of developers belonging to a same community assume a similar configuration that combines densely connected sub-groups with the presence structural holes [4] , i.e. lack of ties, isolating the sub-groups and some relevant brokers spanning these borders thanks to inter-community co-collaborations. This combination, in line with the literature on similar phenomena, e.g., the Internet [1] , places F/OSS in a sort of 'middle range' between full closure and extensive brokerage. Among many others, one question that our analysis raises is whether the community structure that we just described hinders or fosters innovation. In a recent article Mayer-Schönberger [20] warns against the possibility of overestimating the innovation capabilities of open systems such as F/OSS or the Internet itself. If diversity is crucial for producing novelty, a conditio sine qua non for ideas recombination, extremely densely connected collaboration networks, such as he assumes the F/OSS collaboration network to be, have difficulties to reach high level of innovation because of their intrinsic tendency to establish many redundant connections, creating thus homogenization and group-thinking. In other words, Mayer-Schönberger puts forward a positive and monotonic relationship between innovative performance and the importance of structural holes [4] in the structure. This point of view certifies the importance of brokerage for innovation, however other studies balance this perspective warning against possible excessive disconnection. Gilsing Studies undertaken in related fields confirm this view. Laursen and Salter [14] found that as the number of different external knowledge sources a firm can use (e.g., universities, or clients) increases, the positive impact of one more source on firms' innovative performance significantly decreases, because absorption and combination become more difficult. Similarly, Lazear argues that multicultural teams benefit from members' diversity, but only if this is coupled with a certain degree of commonality because 'Without communication, there can be no gains from diversity' [15, p. 20] .
Thus, according to the full spectrum of studies just introduced, the relationship between the importance of structural holes and innovative performance should be rather described as an inverted U-shaped curve. This means that structures able to produce the highest innovation rate should be located somewhere in the middle in the continuum between full closure and extensive brokerage [4] .
When exploring the social network generated by individuals collaborating in F/OSS projects on SourceForge we discovered a distinguishable meso-level network linking communities of closely co-collaborating individuals. Furthermore, we investigated also the collaboration network internal to the largest of these communities. We found that the structure of these networks both clearly resemble a mixture between densely connected local areas, where information flows pervasively and diversity is reduced, and a great number of structural holes that are spanned by several brokers. As the above-mentioned studies on the structure of innovativeness suggest, in such a structure the idiosyncratic knowledge created in one community can flow throughout the entire network thereby mixing with diverse knowledge, increasing the probability of generating novel recombinations.
This mix of closure and brokerage suggests that the F/OSS collaborative environment is not a fully connected network in which everybody is co-collaborating with everybody else, as [20] assumes. On the contrary, the F/OSS collaborative environment appears to possess the structural characteristics necessary to place itself in that middle-range area that the literature on innovation associates to the highest segments of the innovativeness curve.
Therefore, our results give a preliminary insight on a more complex relationship between the structural dimension of collaboration in the F/OSS world and innovativeness than the one prosed by [20] . Consequently they also call for a more in-depth research on the actual innovative performances achieved by different local areas of the overall F/OSS collaboration network in order to elaborate beyond a first description of the meso-level of community structure that represented the aim of this study.
